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M a r y  A m a t o

The Whole Story: 
How and Why I Write Books

When I told my editor that I wanted to include notes, 
email messages, pages from a science notebook, and 

graffiti tags in my newest book, Invisible Lines, her reply 
caught me off guard. She said, “Great! You’ve done this so 
well in your other books.” I thought: I have? 

Up until that point I hadn’t realized that I relied 
on different types of texts to tell the stories in my children’s 
novels. My first book, The Word 
Eater, is about an extraordinary 
worm that has a taste for ink, 
instead of dirt, and the power 
to make something disappear 
by eating the name for it. The 
story is told not only through a 
third-person narrator, but also 
through the many newspaper 
articles, memos, labels, home-
work assignments, and letters 
that are included in the book. 
Similarly, each of the four books in my Riot Brother series 
contains songs, notes, lists, labels, and signs. My middle-grade 
novel, The Naked Mole-Rat Letters, is written entirely in 
diary format with email messages and notes included. And 
in my book Please Write in This Book, I pretend to be many 
different characters writing and sketching in a classroom 
dialogue journal. In fact, the only book that I’ve written 
from start to finish using one narrator’s voice is my short 
picture book, The Chicken of the Family. 

I gravitate toward telling stories by integrating a 
variety of texts and yet I have never done this consciously. 

How and why did I develop this style of writing? 
No doubt my teacher training played a huge role. I 

studied special education and became a teacher in the early 
1980s. The whole language movement was in full swing. As a 

junior high school teacher, I tried to create lesson plans that 
made use of a variety of meaningful texts. I tried to choose 
books that my students would get excited about, and I read 
aloud to them every day. I also introduced journal writing, 
ordered the local newspaper to be delivered every week, 
and established a classroom mailbox system to encourage 
communication through letter and note writing. (This was 
in the days before emailing and Facebook!) I tried to find 
as many ways as possible to motivate my students and show 
them that reading was an important part of their whole lives, 
not just their language arts class. 

The whole language philosophy’s emphasis on 
meaning and motivation profoundly resonated with me. 
My personal experience as a reader taught me that the best 
comprehension occurs when the material has meaning and 
when the reader is motivated to read it. 

I did not come from a book-loving family. We had 
one book shelf, and I can remember almost every book on 
it: a set of encyclopedias, some picture books, and a lot of 
books on art because my mother loved to sculpt and paint. 
I don’t recall either of my parents reading novels. I believe 
that I became a reader and writer when a major tragedy 
changed the course of meaning and motivation in my life. 
When I was ten years old, my mother died. The first shock 
was to discover that the world continued on without her. 
The second was to discover how quickly I was beginning 
to forget her voice. I distinctly remember wishing that my 
mother had written a diary or an autobiography and that I 
could go to the bookshelf and pick it up when I was missing 
her most. I became aware that writing was a way of pinning 
down a voice and that reading it was a way of experiencing 
the aliveness of that voice. On quiet afternoons, I began 
to scour through her sketchbooks and the to-do lists she 
had left behind, reading between the lines of every note 
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she scribbled in the hopes of hearing her voice. I couldn’t 
understand why there was no written record of my mother’s 
life, why every soul wasn’t captured on paper before leaving. 

I began to write in every blank book I could find 
with a new consciousness. I wrote down memories. I wrote 
profiles of people I didn’t want to forget. I wrote confes-
sions and observations. I wrote about how the streets looked 
when I took a bike ride early in the morning and how my 
grandmother’s face looked on the evening of her fiftieth 

Harriet keeps a spy notebook in which she jots 
down her observations of the people around her, and  
Fitzhugh’s inclusion of notebook entries, typeset in caps with 
justified margins, is what made the story so compelling for 
me as a reader. Fondly, I recall the thrill I felt every time I 
turned a page and saw that a notebook entry was coming 
up. Here is a typical one from Harriet about her classmates:

JANIE GETS STRANGER EVERY  YEAR. I  THINK 
SHE MIGHT BLOW UP THE WORLD. BETH 
ELLEN ALWAYS LOOKS LIKE SHE MIGHT CRY. 
(p. 28)

Reading the notebook entries was a pleasure that 
felt sneaky, like reading someone’s diary. The entries were not 
only Harriet’s observations, but also glimpses into the mind 
and heart of a fascinating young girl. When her nanny, called 
Ole Golly, begins to fall in love, Harriet uses her notebook 
as a way to wrestle with her own confusing feelings. 

LIFE IS A GREAT MYSTERY. IS EVERYBODY A 
DIFFERENT PERSON WHEN THEY ARE WITH 
SOMEBODY ELSE? OLE GOLLY HAS NEVER 
BEEN THIS WAY. I WONDER IF PEOPLE ACT 
LIKE THIS WHEN THEY GET MARRIED. HOW 
COULD SHE GET MARRIED? WOULD MR. 
WALDENSTEIN COME TO LIVE WITH US 
THEN? (p. 80)

After I finished reading the book, I was more 
determined than ever to “spy” on the entire world by writ-
ing down my observations and insights. I wanted to be a 
writer like Harriet. 

The other book that inspired me, Louisa May 
Alcott’s Little Women, used an array of texts: lyrics from an 
“Operatic Tragedy”; letters to and from many characters; an 
epitaph for a bird; a telegram; Amy’s will; a poem attached 
to a snow maiden; and my favorite item, the big kahuna: a 
facsimile of The Pickwick Portfolio, the weekly newspaper that 
the girls created with poems, a short story, letters, notices 
and news, all in a two-column spread with different font 
sizes and styles, of which “Jo, who reveled in pens and ink, 
was the editor.” 

What a treat it was to come upon the actual Pick-
wick Portfolio in the pages of the book. It was like getting 
the best kind of surprise inside a cracker-jack novel: another 
set of stories! Even the “advertisements” of the Pickwick 
Portfolio provided stories-within-stories:

wedding anniversary. The more I wrote, the more meaning I 
saw around me. I was developing what Flannery O’Connor 
describes in Mystery and Manners as “a way of looking at the 
created world and of using the senses so as to make them 
find as much meaning as possible in things” (p. 101). 

During this same period of my life I became a 
reader, and two extraordinary books had the biggest impact 
on me: Little Women by Louisa May Alcott and Harriet the 
Spy by Louise Fitzhugh. Both of these authors reached 
outside of the box of the third-person narrator to tell their 
remarkable stories.
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MRS. BETH BOUNCER will open her new as-
sortment of Doll’s Millinery next week. The latest 
Paris Fashions have arrived, and orders are respectfully 
solicited. (p. 83)

When Beth died in the book, I cried. And every 
time I reread the book, I cried fresh tears. But there was 
huge comfort in knowing that Beth’s story was captured in 
the book for all readers to read, for all time.

When I began writing my own books, then, it was 
natural for me to think in whole language terms. During 
the editing and production process of my first book, The 
Word Eater, I begged my publisher to make all the little 
notes, labels, newspaper articles, lists, memos, and signs look 
as “real” as the modest budget for a book by a first-time 
author would allow. 

The letters that I get from readers who love the 
inclusion of different texts in my books make me feel as if I 
have come full circle in the reader-writer partnership. And, as 
my editor noted, my newest book will follow suit. The book 
is, in fact, narrated by a boy who 
finds meaning and motivation 
in a most unlikely subject: the 
study of mushrooms. 

On my website, I en-
courage kids to send me “real” 
letters via snail mail, and when 
I write back, I hand-write my 
letters so that they can see that 
it’s really me and not a com-
puter writing back to them. I 
hope that this exchange of letters shows them that writers 
are real people and that they are writers, too. I don’t really 
know what impact my letters have on my readers, but I do 
know that their letters often have a huge impact on me. I 
keep one, in particular, on my wall by my writing desk. A 
fourth grader from Missouri wrote that I changed her life. 
“I used to dislike writing and now I love it,” she wrote. “I 
want to write books and make kids laugh like your book 
made me laugh.”

My readers’ words help me to remember how 
important meaning and motivation are in this wondrous 
business of pinning voices to the page.
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When it came time for me to write a more personal 
story, The Naked Mole-Rat Letters, about a seventh-grade 
girl who finds love letters addressed to her widowed father, 
I naturally included the love letters in the book and had 
my main character turn to her diary to express herself and 
record her story:

Thursday, October 16, 4:05 p.m.
Dear Diary:
I’m practically fainting. Here’s the shocking and horrible news: 
Dad met somebody named Ayanna and kissed her. (p. 1)
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